Department of Anthropology

Fall 2016 Semester Colloquium Series

Work in Progress: Craft, Heritage and Development in 21st Century Morocco

Dr. Claire Nicholas, Doctorate in Socio-Cultural Anthropology from Princeton University, DEA from EHESS, and Post-Doctoral research fellowship in the Department of Human Ecology at the University of Alberta

Wednesday, September 28, 12:30-2:00 PM Oldfather Hall Room 827

The Desert Fayum Reinvestigated: Landscape Archaeology in the Fayum Depression, Egypt 10,000 to 6,000 BP

Dr. Simon Holdaway, Head of Social Sciences at the University of Auckland (New Zealand), Honorary Chair at the University of Queensland (Australia), Macquarie University (Australia), and University of York (UK)

Tuesday, October 11th, 4:00-5:30 PM, Love Library South-102

Are Modern Humans a “Self-Domesticated Species”? Insights from Wolves, Domesticated Dogs, and Tamed Foxes

Dr. Robert Franciscus, Doctorate in Anthropology from the University of New Mexico; Current Professor and Interim Chair in the Department of Anthropology at the University of Iowa

Friday, October 28, 12:30-2:00 PM Oldfather Hall 827
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